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What happens when children go missing in war
I follow your voice through the yard & into the garden where we buried
the scissors & nothing grew but this time there are orchids made of steel &
blood stains growing among the weeds & I am still weeping even though
I already know this is what happens when children go missing in war.
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Barbara Fant
has been writing and performing for 12 years. She has represented Columbus on four National poetry slam teams and five individual competitions. She placed 8th out of 96 poets
in the 2017 Women of the World Poetry Slam. She has been commissioned by The Columbus Foundation, the City of Columbus, and the Women’s Fund. She has featured with The
Columbus Symphony, ProMusica Chamber Orchestra, and The Harmony Project. You can
find her work in the Columbus Makes Art campaign, the Columbus Museum of Art, TEDx
Columbus, and Columbus Alive named her a 2017 People to Watch. She is the author of
one poetry collection, Paint, Inside Out, and two chapbooks, Them Brilliant Suns and RibCaged. She holds a BA in Literature, a Masters in Theology, and is currently pursuing her
MFA at Antioch University Los Angeles. She has worked for years in juvenile correctional
facilities and elementary schools teaching art as form of healing. She currently teaches poetry at Transit Arts. Barbara believes in the transformative power of art and she considers
poetry her ministry.

Black Woman Repetition – (After Terrance Hayes)
Barbara Fant

Black woman, college degree
Black woman, masters
Black woman student loans,
Black woman loaned her life over to student,
Student, Black woman, woman full time job
Single black woman over 30
Single black woman… 30?
Black woman, world calls bitter
Black woman bitten angry black,
Black woman bitter black angry broke
Is she the only thing broken?
Let’s talk about war, let’s talk about Vietnam men coming home limbless,
Agent orange where black souls should be,
Let’s talk about fathers, daddy didn’t come home,
Black woman got daddy issues, black woman daddy issues,
Black woman, 30 still dealing with daddy issues?
Black woman nurse black man, Black father?
Black boy too afraid of his own insecurities?
Black woman, black hole
Black woman not whole?
Black woman, black woman, you are more than just the hole your thighs uphold
Woman of black, Black woman you are not always the night,
you are not always black and blue,
Black woman not Jonah,
Black boy, are you Jonah?
What do you do when there’s fear inside you the size of a whale’s body?
Black woman wail, Black woman travail for black man,
black woman pray, black woman pray, black woman, don’t be another man’s prey
She swim, black woman float, woman water,
Black woman your face not always an aquarium’s explosion

Oh Youngstown (For my Hometown)
Barbara Fant

Maybe I learned how to swim instead of forgetting to drown
Broken windowed eyes stare me down
These abandoned buildings of skin
Lungs in their bedroom walls
Chimneys in their throats
They know I know everything
I’ve watched them chop the heads off all the stop signs
No longer do they bleed with white in between
We were not born pure
We twirl crucifixes in our hair
Bury babies in powder blue body bags
Dismiss the pistols tucked in our bras
Dismiss what makes the skin run up its bones
Too often flesh is used as an excuse
“God’s will” as a cop out
Oh Youngstown,
You shark with your fins handcuffed behind your back
Floating inside me in search of blood
They wonder why I can’t give you up
You, house with a hurricane in his staircase
Children falling from your glass windows
Bloody-tongued boys running from their mother’s footsteps
In search of their father’s footprints
Black boy, you’ve lost your arms again
Community forgets they have knees
But I don’t

Can’t let go,
I know too what it is like to be bloated
Full of blue-green blisters
A shark gnawing at your limbs until it devours you whole
You are stuck punching salmon walls,
Banging your voice through a fleshy prison
Everywhere you turn is muscle, tissue, organ
As if you are inside,
just like your insides
Maybe there’s a shark inside your chest
Biting through sea horses, jelly fish with silver badges
Stinging you darker than memory
I used to wake up to the sound of burning homes in the middle of the night
Red glares, sirens of screams reflecting off the ceiling of my prayers
But I would never turn my back on where I come from
Even if my childhood was an orchard of rotten plums
Even if I did grow up swallowing escalators
Falling into myself
They wonder why I can’t give you up
But I never forgot my mother when she died
I’d never betray the womb I came from
Even when my mother became a dead city
This dead city birthed me
Her water just broke too soon
There is a flood so blue
Not everybody wants to get our
Most just want to adjust to the temperature they’re drowning in
They are island
Blind peninsula
Can’t see the world they are chained to
When life is so grey,
You have to find something to live for
The demons that make you proud
And I was always a peculiar shade of ice
The kind of chainsaw that makes drive-by’s and carjackings feel insecure
When they glance in the mirror
“Adults in the mirror are younger than they appear”
No, you can’t just take a life
You have to steal breath in front of their children
Land where piranha feast on each other
Forgive the mother discovering her son,
Bag tied over face, wrist bound,
Car engulfed in flames
People breathing in flames
When you begin to birth dragons,
You stay on your knees
Pray you learn to swim
You will always remember
what it feels like to drown

Swallow the Sun
Barbara Fant

When I was eight, to keep me from sucking my thumbs,
They threatened to douse them in hot sauce to break the habit
Many nights, the routine held me in the same position I prayed in
Wondering if God ever mistook my saliva dripping on the floor for tears
There’s a reason my mother pounded the Bible into my chest for years
She knew I would see hell a lot sooner than the rest, “Bury your fist in your breast,
Live a life of repentance, hear your face hit the concrete before your feet do,
You’re destined to fall”
The hardest part, Hammering the strength back into your knees
Blood shivers inside your veins before you realize how warm it can be
You’d be surprised at how easy it is to look Satan in the eye
The more you run, he will enjoy the chase
Until you have run out of breath that doesn’t even belong to you
Don’t blame him
Like the cigarette before it clouds the lungs
He still thinks he’s pure, this clean
It’s me, Standing at the altar for the seventeenth time
Praying for someone to wring these demons out of my skin
Hang them to dry on the softest part of your acceptance
Lately, I feel lost, Like I’m not worthy to write this poem
Like ghosts in the homes of their loved ones, A junky in his own skin
This fall reminds us we’re human
If we glow too long, they will assume the night owns us
Some days I cry breadcrumbs, hoping my pain will lead me back home
Back to when it was enough for me to only be my mother’s daughter
But when death claims her, what do you become?
So tell me the whips on my back bloomed when I swallowed the sun,
Its rays climbed up my spine, I was born into a winter where mirrors scraped the cheeks off so many little girls,
they no longer no how to call each other beautiful
I want to tell them to swallow the sun
Let layers burn, melt until this world sees you fully exposed
That’s the only time I ever remember
Feeling
Pure

Gun

Barbara Fant
He’s the loudest bullet
I’ve ever had to fire
The empty shell that I kept
He sneaks into my dreams
Screams “orange!”
Smells like skin melted off of my bones the day he said, “We have to end this!”
We’re the razor back and forth
Across a 13 year old’s wrist
I don’t understand him
If I did
I probably would hold no interest
Why these good girls
Carve bad boys from the indigo twirling beneath skirts
We study bats, learn how to dominate skies darker than us
To be left emptier than the gun we once fired, sniffed its residue
Now, I’m scared to make out with guys, with a tongue that
swallowed itself too many times
Promises wrapped in lies twirl in this gut, but for once found comfort in something weaker than me
How we cling to things more fragile as if we were free, and we wonder
Why Michael Jackson played with mice
Why undertakers sleep next to cocoons
You bullet,
contain no explosives
You destruct on impact
I will keep you
This empty

Magic Before/Before Magic
Barbara Fant

We have been called magic before,
Our eyes, subtle stillness, dancing to the branches of our bodies,
Our bodies
tree limbs reaching towards Heavens,
above the sun,
above the rain
dance rivering us out of our bones,
We have been called magic before,
Swinging from trees until we became them,
Bearing the fruit of someone else’s child,
nursing someone else’s child while ours lay hanging,
it’s body, a box of bones we’re forced to carry six feet beneath our chests,
So we dig deep
inside our bodies and pull out every ounce of glittered prayer glistening
until it reaches our tongues and we learn to speak life over ourselves,
We have been this magic before,
Bursting into everyone else’s box of glitter and shine
and hiding the fact that we birthed it,
it came from our womb,
we lay bruised and bloodied while they dance into midnight
until they become the stars we own,
We do own the stars, ya know,
We have been that magic before,
How else could you find something to wish upon in this shade of midnight
if it didn’t already come sulked in our skin’s shade of brilliant,
We have been this magic before
Teaching the moon to dance and bend her dust into the shape of an eye,
peering out onto everyone’s breath while they sleep
to make sure they keep breathing through every ounce of night that hits their lives,

Like,
My magic is so black,
she looked in the mirror and called herself solar system
My magic is so black,
the stardust grew herself a fro,
braided her body into cornrows
My magic is so black,
she bounced her reflection off the ocean and the waves started sea-walking
My magic is so black,
her midnight’s blues mistook her throat for hip hop, and jazz, and poetry, and mystery, and religion, and
art, and culture,
and culture,
and culture,
everything stolen from her body’s magic in the first place,
Where culture was ripped from our veins,
we learned to river ourselves into a chandelier of cardinals taking flight,
cutting the sky into red until everyone learned
how to bleed the rhythm of this nation,
We are the rhythm of this nation,
In all its black and brownness,
Black history is American history,
America does not exist without this hue of sand
and wood and tornado, and casket
We have learned to carve the caskets from our own bodies
and sing a new song louder,
carved the caskets from our throats
and bloomed a new tongue,
There is always a new tongue to be bloomed,
And we have always been this magic,
We have been called this wishbone and golden before,
But when they forget our names,
and they will,
because they do, often,
Every ounce of glitter left in our bodies will rise into a new body,
And throat,
And tongue,
Until we braid ourselves into a new language again,
Rewrite history again,
In all that magic
And rise,
And rise, and
Rise

Regretful Dare
Bill Garten

Fog swims through the black bone skeletons of winter trees, two months ago the calico sponged
leaves of autumn looked like a fruit basket of apples, peaches, pears. We were just two boys
raised in West Virginia. Imagine toothpicks stuck in a cork gun’s corks and boys wading through
sea oats at Nags Head, N.C. hunting large toads, shooting them, having fun as their clear blood
spilled out onto the sand. Forty years later I witness how grass gobbles up abandoned barns, like
a slow quick sand of time along West Virginia backroads. The whipped meringue of clouds
soothes the chopped-off mountain tops, like a white medicinal ointment, that cannot ease the
pain of strip mining. My Chevy truck drinks the spraying, steaming mist following the eighteen
wheelers’ wake along I-77 North. Sounds of gunfire surround me, the vests of orange traffic
cones – it’s deer hunting season. Everybody braids pain differently. Crows pick at the buffet of
road kill, not concerned about presentation. A kaleidoscope of waves breathes towards the North
Carolina shore. I am no longer at the beach, where I winterized boats in bright white shrink wrap,
as if they all were furniture draped in an unattended house, afraid of dust. Ripples rake the Ohio
River. I stop each year here and gaze into the dark waters where your body was never found.

The Train Is Coming
Bill Garten

Grandfather grew a tomato garden on both sides of the railroad track
that ran behind his small yard in downtown Charleston, West Virginia.
He ruined too many hoses when they got run over by the train
when he couldn’t get back in time from the other side.
He was tall and lanky, a lot like the plants hugging their poles.
Summer grew fuller, riper than he did & we played hide & seek
running in & out of the vegetable rows, giggling in the sunlight
where he towered above me, like a God. I never did grow as tall as him,
but I did grow afraid later when his cancer formed. It was a late blight,
Phytophthora infestans & at seven years old my freckled skin did not look
like his, so I imagined there were pest death germs & they were everywhere
causing me to wash my hands incessantly over & over if he touched me.
They were red & raw, afraid to catch what he had & if I didn’t hide well
enough his disease would be mine, he would take me with him.

Not So Fast Food
Bill Garten

The seagulls lift slowly up with the hermit crabs or clams in their shells. Their beaks look like a pair of scissor-like pliers holding the almost round shells. Strategically after lift-off they drop the once-thought-secure homes for the clams
or crabs. Their future meal gives way below on the concrete boardwalk. These flying beach scavengers have evolved
enough in their brains or instinct to realize the hard, concrete surface beats the hardened sand every time, when it
comes to time spent in their cracking process. After so many lifts and so many drops, never the same number of lifts
and drops twice in a row, the clams splatter out or the hermit crab is left defenseless, not quick enough to get away.
The distance the gulls rise up is equal to the distance they have to return to their prey, before other gulls swoop in and
steal their hard worked for food.
To this day I don’t know why you left me for a man who had less education than me and who made way less money.
My friends are on record to testify his personality sucks and he is not better looking. All I can think of is either he is
better in bed or he found some way to your heart or that there is a magic about him that I no longer possess. So here I
am, like a once favorite dish, not so tasty anymore, concluding you fell in love with the idea of effort more than love.

Talk to me (too Marcel)
Abraheem Dittu

Glasses are for dorks no offense to the baby.
What— do you work for the CIA? Mind your own business.
I don’t know I’m not a surgeon. I’m the one going under the knife in ten
minutes.
I need to eat something or I’m gonna pass out.
When are the drugs gonna kick in?
I brought my own.
Have I ever told you where babies come from Marcel? Yes, every day.
That’s Church and state, not family and school.
Don’t drink the chocolate milk— it’s gone bad.
Who cares about family trees, it’s Wednesday.

Coffee Steam Signals
Donny Winter

I catch glimpses of him, sitting in the corner,
ocean basins in his eyes, bottom lip quake—
I can tell he is a silent mourner,
he squints, eyelid dams refuse to break.
He sips his coffee, stares into its black,
finds solace in its medicinal vapor,
still holding tears back.
I want to let him cry on my shoulder,
or maybe just hold him awhile, let it out—
But we’re men—we’re made of steel.
If it weren’t for coffee steam distress signals,
nobody would know that we feel.

Manifestations of Grey
Donny Winter

Off-white spotlight
penetrates colorless curtains,
a headlamp for unrehearsed performances
on cold December afternoons.
My fish-belly skin
sinks with grey sheets—
four tsunami hands, cold, wash over my thighs,
rise up, seize the confused butterflies in my stomach.
Misshapen jawlines cut into me,
muscled walls restrain
me against dingy bed sheets,
surgical table in disguise.
Leers scan my entirety
intensified by squirms,
silent signs of patient-confusion;
pain misdiagnosed as enjoyment—
Shadow-faces on walls,
storm-heads loom over window light;
cotton cloud mesh reveals me with
surgical lamp lucency.
I fade with daylight—
I envy the grey
hues bereft of spectral vibrance.
No, I am the grey,
I am slate, weathered in silence.

Too Young for an Old Soul
Donny Winter

This morning I looked in the mirror and smiled:
a crow’s foot formed, maybe a rite of passage.
I’m a big kid now, maybe I should squint more,
make those lines deeper.
They smile, chuckle at my stories
and when I say, “I understand.”
Their eyes protest, prod my arrogant youth –
I can’t possibly experience these things
and be this young.
My slightly-more-religious grandmother
would always say, “Children should be seen and not heard,”
either when I’d talk with adults, or be treated like one –
it’s dangerous for children to have adult ideas,
so break them down, teach them silence.
My ex-boyfriend, older than me,
scolded me, “Think about the consequences of your actions,”
I’m only a smart-assed 27-year-old.
I’ll shut up now, it’s okay, I know “kiddo” is my real name.

Cold Fronts

Sergio A. Ortiz
There are days that decompose
moans, and there are dizzy spells
and cold front sentences, past stars
that can sense every emotion.
They remember everything. It is
the inescapable shock of memory,
the beginning of a day that has no choice
but to begin, that just offers itself.
Who knows what they feel.
They never give up.

Third Absence
Sergio A. Ortiz

You hid the light somewhere
and deny me the return.
I know this darkness is fictitious
because before you left fireflies
landed on my hands. You were you
and we were intertwined bodies
on the same bed. Neither of us
saw the eclipse. We became cold,
nothing more than acquaintances,
and night turns out to be inaccessible.
We couldn’t dismount it together.
You hid the light somewhere,
planted it in someone else’s eyes.
Now that you no longer exist
nothing dawns inside me.

Muted Things
Sergio A. Ortiz

When I was of age,
older than letting go
of the drool and shake
of my little arms,
my father said:
there’s nothing for lunch. (I am poor)
I felt myself blush upon discovering
the throbbing, huge sex of one of my uncles
under his pajamas. (I am a homosexual)
I saw a very fat cousin
convulsively clutching a glass,
singing the toast from “Traviata.” (and I love Art)
These three dirty things
were already inside me.

Shade

Alex Ewing
Brown-two-toned
Winter-summer contrast
Poisonous berries plucked from trees
He wonders what they taste like
“Mixing is not right but
You all right as a friend, he says
No offense-it’s just how
my parents raised me.”
“You know when the night becomes
very black after the stars sleep?
It reminds me of you
You are like just like that
You know, he scratches his head,
- tasting just one of those berries
shouldn’t hurt right?”

THE CRIME SCENE
Mayuri Singh

The untouched
Night struck alight with stars.
I am gasping on a beach
In Anywhere, Florida
With severed ankle bones and trust
you do not catch.
Uncollided with a heavenly body,
I was the spirit of seafoam?
I am holier than the Fool of Rome?
Instead I am the front passenger seatbelt,
Tonight I am swelling with a devil.
Hushed: pleas of bleeding elbows—
Concrete arms—intoxication—
How could I run
From your familiar bones
With my shattered ones
Left unanswered?

My Cardiocentric Sister
Keith Mark Gaboury

tasted kitchen salt
and heard the chime
of our grandfather clock
through her heart’s sensory hustle.
As neurons sparked
within her beating red room,
a fireplace slap
gathered into a posse, torches marching
against the skin of her heart.
In REM family submersion,
some pancake ship
singed our lawn
where a biped of triple helix design
scooped up my sister’s heart
and darted through an oxygen winter.
With captured alien booty,
humanoid hands pried open her heart
by a crowbar’s wedge cracking bone.
Ma and pa twisted their necks
over one thinking woman’s cavity:
embedded within circulatory veins,
a mind fell through synaptic darkness,
her heart once a hive of cognition.

Interview with Ruth Awad
Q:
Lately I’ve been really interested in the things we sometimes take for granted as writers, but are integral to every aspect of our writing – things like why it is we write, what our art is capable of, why our is art
important – so to you, I ask what is your intention for your art in the world?
Ruth: I’m just trying to tell a story that has personal meaning and that other people might relate to.
The world is chaotic, and confusing, and mean; and I think one of the kind things in the world is art.
Art can make you feel seen and understood – and if my work can accomplish even a moment of that, I
will be satisfied.
Q:
That answer ties perfectly into one of the themes that emerges in your book: conditions of visibility. Whether it be the young men in Lebanon during the war being recruited by local militia groups, to the
invisibility of casualties in war, or I’m thinking specifically of the poem Town Gossip- where you and your
sisters stuck out as being outliers, perceived as strange because of cultural differences.
Ruth: Definitely, and that’s also one of the great things about art: we can put those smaller moments
under the magnifying glass and find meaning in them in order to elevate these personal stories so that
they are not only personal but they’re also capturing something universal. The collection as a whole
deals with assimilation and immigrating to the United States while attempting to navigate the process
of holding on to your homeland and also trying to find somewhere to belong in this new place.
Q:
Where did the idea for this collection come from? Did the idea come to you and then you went
and asked your father if you could write about him or was there a first poem you wrote and then the idea
followed?
Ruth: I definitely had no idea what I was doing for a long time. When I first was in grad school, I
writing a lot of breakup poetry, which there is definitely a time and a place for – but Judy Jordan, who
ended up being my thesis advisor, was like, I hate this shit, essentially. She said: Write something that
is meaningful to you, like what is your story, who is your family? I took that to heart and I wrote one
poem about being young and watching my dad pray and just what kind of magic it seemed like to me
as a child – the poem that ended up in the book was a later version of this: My Father Keeps the Pack
Together. So Judy saw that poem and liked it because it was a story only I could tell, and that’s what
kind of started the collection. I began writing more poems about my father’s faith and how he grew up
during the war and everything took shape from there.

Q:
As much as this collection is about your father, it is even more so about you because tied in to
entire collection is the idea of “home” in broad sense – what is belonging, and what places or people do
we belong to. Along with that is the idea of things being carried and passed on, and I am thinking specifically of the poems Inheritance and New Mother. What have you inherited and what is home for you?
Ruth: There’s a study I read that looks at the link between trauma and heredity and I’ve been thinking a lot about that lately in the aftermath of the book, as I’ve been in more of a reflective mode with
the collection. Just thinking about how even though you don’t experience something firsthand, when
you’re close to someone and close to that history and related to them by blood, there is this inherited
history, so to speak. One of the things I’ve inherited from both sides of my family, for lack of a better
word, is grief – as long as I’ve known my dad there has been this heaviness to him, something you
can’t pinpoint. And my mom has struggled with depression her whole life; it’s something that has
been a cornerstone in both my familial and personal history. That’s not to say I never experienced
happiness, but I learned a lot because my parents didn’t shield me from the spectrum of human emotion and were honest with me.
To answer your question about home, it has been kind of elusive for me because we moved around a
lot when I was growing up. My dad was climbing the corporate ladder so we kept passing from state
to state all over the Midwest. Columbus is probably the closest thing to home for me, just because it’s
a place I chose to be and not I place I was brought to. I always say wherever me and the dogs land is
home, but more and more Columbus is starting to feel like home. I like that it feels like a place that
has spoken to me directly.
Q:
What kind of grief was it that you were least prepared for?
Ruth: I hope this doesn’t sound trite, because I know people who’ve lost children, or their parents
at a very young age, and on and on. But I’ve learned grief is unreasonable, you can’t really tell it what
to do. The grief I was least prepared for was my dog Pete’s death last year. She was my first dog, I had
her since she was 12 weeks old, and I had her for 11 years. I got her on the heels of kicking a bad drug
habit and being sexually assaulted multiple times in a very short amount of time. Then I remember Pete coming into my life and thinking this creature fucking saved my life. She forced me to care
about myself and take care of myself so I could take care of her, and I wanted to. So losing her was
like coming to terms with an enormous debt I could never repay and I was heartbroken over losing
her and humbled with gratitude that she ever existed. It was the biggest spectrum of emotions I’ve
ever felt, and I’ve had to learn how to carry that love differently ever since.
Q:
Which poem from the collection was your favorite?
Ruth: Let me be a lamb in a world that wants my lion is my favorite for many reasons. It’s the last
poem I wrote toward the collection, so it’s more endeared to me because it’s newer. And then, I love
reading it out loud. That voice came to me and it just felt powerful and compelling, so I just ran with
it. I challenged myself to write past where I thought the poem should end and see what happens, and
it took the poem in interesting directions.
Q:
Now that the collection is finished and out in the world, what’s next?
Ruth: I’ve been trying not to put too much pressure on myself to come up with a theme to write toward. I’m doing my best to produce good poems and seeing where the process takes me, so for right
now, there are so many possibilities that I can’t say where I’m going yet.

Book Review: Set to Music a Wildfire // Ruth Awad
Every good story has an element of unveiling— where what we’ve been chasing after all along
starts to become clear, and expected or not— we are left to contend with whatever is there. At first glance,
Set to Music a Wildfire appears to be an attempt to answer the questions “where do I belong,” and “how
do I belong,” chasing after an ever-elusive definition of home. Ruth Awad documents her father’s life, from
his early days in Lebanon during the bloody civil war to his immigration and later life in America, offering us two competing definitions of home: “the people and places we allow ourselves to belong to,” and
“the place we come from and the place we are going.” In the end Ruth does not tell us which one is right,
and until the fourth time I read through the collection I couldn’t figure out why she left that part out. It
was because, all along, the collection had been about the things which we are capable of surviving. The
search for belonging was most obvious in the poems, because that is the chief search of every human, but
the more important question that Ruth continually revisits is “can I survive this?” Or to rephrase: “I know
I am not home yet, I still have farther to go, but I wonder- will I survive this, what is it that I can lose and
still survive?”
Can you survive the innocence lost when you discover just how cruel this world is capable of being
(Sabra and Shatila Massacre): “How else do you say it—I stood on them / what seemed a tarp-drawn
embankment / a hummock of corpses. / Quicksand…” Can you survive in spite of war, in spite of
your world tearing itself apart (Gulls): “Men can run- / what else? / What else / will save them
from / the world they’ve burned?” Can you survive in the shadow of death, in a world eclipsed by fear
(Interview with My Father: Names): “When someone dies in Tripoli, we write their names on paper, /
next to their pictures and post them where others can see. / Walk the street where the names wave from
the walls, / flutter from windows, buildings grilled with sheets— / breathing paper, beating paper, the
streets are paper—“
Can you survive the upheaval of leaving your life behind to come to a place that doesn’t love you
(My Father Is the Sea, the Field, the Stone): “Why choose a coast / when my hands are stone? / Why
carry a rifle when my blood is a field? / I carry these suitcases full of rain / because I can’t take my
country. / If it’s a choice you want—I’ve never known / a world that wasn’t worth dying for.” Can you
survive the strife of poverty and the label of strangeness (Lebanese Famine in America):
“I push a mop to pay rent, / steal mustard packets / to dress bread slices, / and tell myself it’s
enough / it’s enough it’s enough.”
(Migratory Patterns): “[we] watch our signal slip past the old frame / and out to the small town that
never wanted us—what, with our ratty socks and too-short bangs / and our names. I want the town
erased / if it means I’ll never hear Muslim snarled / like a slur…”
Can you survive heartbreak and the monumental weight of grief (On the Night You Ask for a Di-

vorce):
“Sleepless beside me, you turn / all night like a wave… I inventory what the night does not erase:
your coldness, / amphibious raft I envy with my heart.”
(Lessons in Grief): “…here I am / half wet and stung / with the mercy of living / where your robe
trailed / like a thought across / the kitchen floor… I’m a clockwork animal tied / to fading light,
but the days / never stop coming.”
The answer Ruth uncovers time and time again is yes.
Resoundingly:		
yes.
(Let me be a lamb in a world that wants my lion):
“…the black night ahead, and I think, My God, will I ever not be / surprised by what I can survive?”
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